CROWN COUNCIL E-MAIL NETWORK
CULTURE GUIDE
Professional first: Any communication in which you engage, written, verbal or nonverbal should represent you as a professional first and foremost whether
communicating to patients or other professionals.
Online image: Because of the viral nature of the internet, anything you place online
has the potential to end up in the public domain. Think first before you post: “What
kind of image will this project?”
Would you refer to me? The e-mail network is filled with Crown Council dentists
from around the world that refer their patients to other dentists when they move. Your
online reputation determines how other dentists view you as a professional.
Mother said: Don’t talk about politics, religion, or sex in public or social settings.
What mother said applies to the Crown Council e-mail network as well.
Ask: If you have any type of practice question, ASK. The e-mail network is a forum
where everyone brings their best to the table to share and use what applies.
If in doubt, don’t: If you have a question about whether something is appropriate or
not, it probably isn’t. Ask first and post later by contacting greg@crowncouncil.com.
Respect: Personal and professional respect govern all communication. You can
disagree with respect without attacking or putting the other person down.
Take the best and leave the rest: You won’t find everything useful on the e-mail
network. That’s OK. Some of it applies and some doesn’t. Take what you can use and
leave the rest for the benefit of others.

Give and take: You get the most from organizations where you give the most. The
more you participate and give to the e-mail network, the more it tends to give back.
Context: E-mail is not like verbal communication because you don’t have the use of
non-verbal cues, therefore, emotionally charged messages are dangerous because they
can be misinterpreted. Don’t get “courage behind your keyboard” and send a potentially
volatile message just because you are protected from the interpersonal response you
would probably get if you were face-to-face.
Make Others Better: Before posting, always ask yourself, “Will this enhance and make
the lives of those who read it better?” If yes, post it. If not, delete!
Challenging issues: Dentistry is filled with challenging issues that have to do with
insurance, OSHA, HIPPA, regulatory compliance, and legislative issues that effect the
profession. Working together to discuss upcoming challenges can be productive if
approached in a positive solution-minded way. Present the best ideas that you have so
that others can add to them.
Common Courtesy: Use common courtesy online. Please, thank you,
acknowledgement and recognition enhance the culture of sharing the best of what we
have for the benefit of the whole.
Be an Eagle, not a Turkey! The Eagle is defined by flying high and staying above the
negativity of the masses. The Crown Council was created for Eagles who chose to fly
above and think at a higher level than the masses of dentists. Be an Eagle online and
stay above the typical negativity in dentistry. How you think determines your ultimate
altitude. Think high…fly high. Be an Eagle.

